
Initial Opinions from folks not able to share at the 10/9/16 prayer meeting 

Warren Whitney 

[reference to the options for the future presented at the Annual Meeting] 

Option 1 – Continue with no change 

In my opinion – Not Viable  (I agree with the initial assessment) 

 

Option 2. - Decide as a whole community to join the Word of Life / SOS 

Comments –  

a. Based on comments of several people at the Sunday 10/9 gathering – this direction would 

be totally unacceptable.  This direction would leave these people behind. 

b. I think most other people want fellowship with the W/L people, but don’t actually want to 

be full members. 

 

In my opinion – I don’t think there is strong enough sentiment in favor of this option to 

proceed and leave behind those not in favor. 

 

Option 3. Majority of The Word of God decide to continue as a community, release others to follow 

Lord’s lead 

Comment – The Word of God would need to move together in a fresh direction to avoid 

problems of Option 1.  

 

In my opinion – We have seen “fresh directions” before  (Examples – 3DM, Bike Outreach, 

Valentines Outreach, Billy Kangas outreach / Cultivate, Milan Outreach).   The problem is none 

of these have resulted in any actual new members.   Unless the “fresh direction” results in 

many new members with much younger demographics (e.g. young families, college students, 

etc), this option reverts to Option 1.  i.e.  Not Viable. 

 

Option 4. The Word of God decide Lord is drawing us to an end as a community and we send everyone 

out to follow the Lord’s leading 

Comment – The advantage of this option is that it allows those who favor “re-unification” with 

the Word of Life to re-associate with them (not necessarily fully join).   You could say it puts 

and end to “The Split”  (no more two separate communities). 

 

In my opinion -  Option 4, while not ideal, is the only viable option. 

 

_________________________ 

Ann Kopinski 

 

Here are my thoughts.  Feel free to pass them on. 

 

I think Barb Brown's sharing about gratitude is the place for us to stay until the Lord makes it clear what 

to do next. 



 

If I could pick --this is what I would envision for the future: 

• Have only occasional Sunday gatherings so there is more time for family!  Thursday or Friday or 

Saturday nights instead. 

• Have monthly events to maintain our relationships!  (Intercession times with PACT folks or 

other ministry groups like Hope Clinic or His Eye is on the Sparrow, Friday or Saturday evening 

events including dinner, outreach events (bike clinic, backpacks,nursing homes visits,etc) 

• If Don and I are healthy we would be glad to host a couple events at our place where everyone 

could bring grandchildren or friends.  Picnic and Advent or Easter events. 

• Doing some gatherings with Word of Life and or Hosanna events ( without the performance 

aspect would also be nice! 

 

Joining Word of Life doesn't sound workable. 

 

 

Debbie Tiews – 11/6/2016 

Thoughts about the future of the Word God : 

Growing up, the community was an on-going presence.  Even though there were rumblings and 

long meetings that I didn't quit understand, it remained a constant. 

I see, value, and embrace the strength in the Body, and gathering is a joy. 

I feel deep down sorrow to think that we would be anything else. 

Thinking back, I also remember feeling a sort of distancing at the joint prayer meetings, sort of 

out of place. 

The Word of God feels like home. 

 

"Lord we don't know where all this is going, or how it all works out. Lead us to peace that is 

past understanding, a peace beyond all doubt." 

Newsboys 

 

 

 

Anne Martin – 11/8/2016 

Because of the conflicts in our very busy weekend schedule, I haven't been able to attend the 

discernment gatherings and am not able to come tonight. Also, as Ralph has talked to you, I'm 

feeling that I'm not able to live out the present commitment to The Word of God and feel a 

desire to be an "associate" of the community. I'm not sure such a category exists. That said, I 

have been praying and seeking the Lord's will for the community, which I sincerely love. 

Because I'm absent so often from our life together I hesitate to share my sense...but I humbly 

submit it to you for what it's worth: 

 

Very simply, I feel that the Lord desires us to remain The Word of God... as a place of holy 

worship of Him...a group that gathers to pray and worship. From this everyone should be free 

to follow the prompting of the Holy Spirit to serve. This is, from what I see, the way things are 

now, as almost everyone who attends the prayer meetings has a ministry...jail, Hope Clinic, 

missions, women's breakfasts, small groups for those who want to be in one, pro-life, etc. Also, 

we continue with the current method of selecting our leadership. 

 


